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	This book uses a structured approach to teach the art of creating interesting, well-composed images. It provides solutions to problems that often get in the way of producing great photographs and emphasizes the importance of training the eye to exclude the extraneous. Examples of strong images are juxtaposed against flawed images, illustrating how to create a successful composition. Topics covered include light and shadow, lens choice, framing, negative space, and many more.

	

	In this book, author Jack Dykinga encourages us to look at photography as a way to communicate. Dykinga says, "Photography is a marvelous language that crosses linguistic borders as a universal, powerful, and direct communication. As photographers, we see something we find interesting and simply want to share it." Readers will learn new ways to create interesting and powerful compositions that communicate their intended messages.

	

	Filled with beautiful color images throughout, the book is sure to inspire, teach, and motivate photographers of all levels.
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HTML5 Enterprise Application DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2013

	For developers who want to build enterprise web applications using HTML5, CSS3, JavaScript, and external XPIs, this tutorial is all you need. Structured around the creation of a real application, it's practical and easily assimilated.


	Overview

	
		Learn the most useful HTML5 features by developing a...
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Digital Signal Processing System-Level Design Using LabVIEWNewnes, 2005
For many years, I have been teaching DSP (Digital Signal Processing) lab courses
using various TI (Texas Instruments) DSP platforms. One question I have been getting
from students in a consistent way is, “Do we have to know C to take DSP lab
courses?” Until last year, my response was, “Yes, C is a prerequisite for...
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SPSS Programming and Data ManagementSpss, 2006

	Experienced data analysts know that a successful analysis or meaningful report often
	requires more work in acquiring, merging, and transforming data than in specifying
	the analysis or report itself. SPSS contains powerful tools for accomplishing and
	automating these tasks. While much of this capability is available through the...
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Linux All-in-One Desk Reference For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008
8 books in 1 — your key to the world of Linux!    

    Your one-stop guide to installing, administering, using, and programming Linux    

    Curious about Linux, the amazing alternative operating system? This bookanswers your questions and shows you how to handle several of the most...
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Laravel Application Development CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Over 90 recipes to learn all the key aspects of Laravel, including installation, authentication, testing, and the deployment and integration of third parties in your application


	Overview

	
		Install and set up a Laravel application and then deploy and integrate third parties in your application
	...
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Beginning SVG: A Practical Introduction to SVG using Real-World ExamplesApress, 2018

	
		Develop SVG functionality for use within websites quickly and natively, using basic tools such as HTML and CSS. This book is a project-oriented guide to creating and manipulating scalable vector graphics in the browser for websites or online applications, using little more than a text editor or free software, and the power of...
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